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INTRODUCTION
1 Origins and Inspiration

The Act on the Organization and Operation of Local Educational Administration was
partially amended in April 2015 in order to clarify responsibilities for local educational
administration, to establish a swift risk management system, and to strengthen
cooperation between the leader of the local public body (in our case, the town mayor) and
the Board of Education, while ensuring political neutrality, continuity, and stability in
education.
The Act’s revised Article 1.3.1 stipulates the mayor of a town should establish an outline
for general policy regarding the development of a town’s education, scholarship, and
culture.
Although the policy outline is initiated by the mayor to reflect the townspeople’s wishes
more strongly for educational administration, it needs to be promoted in close collaboration
with the Board of Education. It hence needs to be agreed to after discussion by a general
education council comprising the mayor and the Board of Education.
Toin Town General Education Council was set up on 20 May 2015 and consists of six
people – the mayor and five members of the Board of Education, including the
superintendent. After departmental consultations regarding matters such as the current
conditions and issues within education, finance, and demographic projections, the
Council established an outline policy.
With the expiry of the original period in March 2021, the General Education Council
discussed the proposal once more, agreeing that while basic principles remain unchanged,
some amendment was required due to issues arising from the adoption of earlier
measures.

2 Policy Outline Positions

To be consistent with the Toin Town Sixth Comprehensive Plan, the local public body’s
<highest level plan> that forms the foundation of administrative and financial operations
in all areas.
To work in connection with Toin Town education policy and the sixteen-year integrated
educational plan.

3 Initiatives for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The kind of education our town is
aiming for is, indeed, the SDGs
ideal of a sustainable, diverse, and
inclusive society that “leaves no
one behind.” We will employ the
ideals of the SDGs in the promotion
of our educational policy.
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1 Purpose of Establishment
Based on the provision of the Act on the Organization and Operation of Local
Educational Administration Article 1.3.1, this outline provides the purpose
and the principle of the general policy regarding the town’s education,
scholarship, and culture.

2 Term
The term for the policy outline spans 2021 to 2025, the end of the first half of
the basic plan, consistent with Toin Town Sixth Comprehensive Plan (20212030).
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3 Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan

Toin Town Sixth Comprehensive Plan

The healthy active town, Toin Town

“To a town full of Omigoto!”
Under the slogan that “Every individual’s activities will make the future of
Toin Town,” the Toin Town Sixth Comprehensive Plan is committed to create,
from small- to large-scale, “a town full of Omigoto (Well Done)! ” where everyone
in town can be healthy and active.
In the policy outline, we also have three basic aims to create a town where
everyone can be healthy and active in the fields of child-rearing, education,
culture, arts, and sports.
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4 Contents of the Policy Outline

○Basic Principles
① To nurture the ability to live independently as well as work together with
others to create a new society.
② To nurture a sense of justice, fairness, sympathy, consideration, and
responsibility, and to respect the human rights of both oneself and others.
③ To nurture people who live a healthy and mentally enriched life and take
pride in the locally-rooted culture.

○Basic objectives

Toin is a town that nurtures its children’s future.
We aim to create a town where anyone can give birth to and raise children with
peace of mind, and children can live happily.

Toin is an educational town that nurtures three senses.
We aim to create a town that values a basic sense of confidence, a sense of selfaffirmation, and a sense of self-reliance, so that anyone can have a dream in
learning.

Toin is a town that nurtures Omigoto !
We aim to create a town where anyone can be physically and mentally healthy
and active throughout their lives.
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○Basic Policies
Toin is a town that nurtures its children’s future.
To create an environment where people can give birth
to and raise children with peace of mind.
Main measures:

① Enhancing support for parents from
pregnancy, to birth, to parenting
② Enhancing support for child-rearing
and nurturing
③ Facilitating health development for
parents and children
④ Promoting educational and
experiential exchanges to develop a zest for life
⑤ Improving local environment that supports children’s development

Toin is an educational town that nurtures three senses.
（１）Implementation of the Toin Town Child Rights
Ordinance
Main measures:

① Anti-Bullying – promoting the development of schools where children can
experience school life with peace of mind.
② Anti-Truancy – promoting the development of schools that children
actively want to attend.
③ Special Education – promoting the development of schools where children
can have an education suitable for them.

（２）Fostering an ability for self-realization and
contribution to the development of society
Main measures:

① Promoting education that fosters enthusiasm and reading comprehension
② Promoting education that fosters an enriched mind and sociability
③ Promoting education that fosters a motivation to play and ability to
exercise
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（３）Fostering three senses (a basic sense of confidence,
a sense of self-affirmation, a sense of self-reliance)
(Promoting the sixteen-year integrated
educational plan)
Main measures:

① Improving educational effectiveness at home
(parenting tips)
② Enhancing cooperation between nurseries,
kindergartens, elementary schools, and junior
high schools
③ Enhancing education to nurture a healthy body

（４）Improving the educational environment
Main measures:

① Improving safety and comfort in nursery and educational environments
② Promoting information and communication technology (ICT) at school to
meet the demands of a new era
③ Promoting working reforms for school staff

Toin is a town that nurtures Omigoto!
（１）Healthy and cultural community development
Main measures:

① Promoting lifelong learning
② Promoting lifelong sports, cultural
and artistic activities
③ Fostering a wholesome youth
④ Promoting human rights education

Children’s Kabuki

（２）Education to foster local attachment and pride
Main measures:

① Promoting activities to experience
local culture
② Children’s participation in community
development
③ Promoting activities for children to
contribute to society
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